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Partita no. 3 in E major
   III. Gavotte

Sonate pour Violon et Piano, G major
   I Allegretto
   II. Blues
   III. Perpetuum Mobile

Yoshiko Sato, piano

Ballade No. 1 in G minor

(for Marianne "Willie" Finckel)

INTERMISSION

Release

Piece for Solo Electric Guitar

Mahogany

Coffee

Josefin's Dopvals

Calliope meets Frank

J.S. Bach

Maurice Ravel

Frédéric Chopin

Sam Clement

Traditional

Väsen

Arr. Fraser/Haas
Sam thanks - His Mom for introducing him to art. His Dad for introducing him to music. His brother, Matt, for being his younger brother all these years. The entire music faculty for inspiring us all. Kate for all the years of great tunes. Marlon, Jessie, and Kaarin for coming through in the clutch. Matt Hanna, John Eagle, J.J. Beck, Tavo Carbone, Owen Henry, and Jarin Schexnider for letting me into their lives. Thank You.

Kate thanks Miriam Shapiro, Jeffrey Stevens, Willie Finckel, Kaori Washiyama, Yoshiko Sato, and John Kirk for their instruction and inspiration, her parents for endless encouragement and shared enthusiasm for everything artistic, Keira and Andrew for being the best role models and friends a little sister could ask for, her friends for their constant love, support, and backrubs, and Sam for years of friendship and amazing collaboration.